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SUMMARY 
Software architectural evaluation is a key discipline used to identify, at early stages of a real-time system 
(RTS) development, the problems that may arise during its operation. Typical mechanisms supporting con-
currency, such as semaphores, mutexes or monitors, usually lead to concurrency problems in execution time 
that are difficult to be identified, reproduced and solved. For this reason, it is crucial to understand the 
root causes of these problems and to provide support to identify and mitígate them at early stages of the 
system lifecycle. This paper aims to present the results of a research work oriented to the development of 
the tool called 'Deadlock Risk Evaluation of Architectural Models' (DREAM) to assess deadlock risk in 
architectural models of an RTS. A particular architectural style, Pipelines of Processes in Object-Oriented 
Architectures-UML (PPOOA) was used to represent platform-independent models of an RTS architecture 
supported by the PPOOA -Visio tool. We validated the technique presented here by using several case studies 
related to RTS development and comparing our results with those from other deadlock detection approaches, 
supported by different tools. Here we present two of these case studies, one related to avionics and the other 
to planetary exploration robotics. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Software architecture modeling is a relevant subject for the production of real-time systems (RTSs). 
The development of architectural analysis and modeling languages in previous years has allowed 
representing both structure and behavior of such systems with less consideration to implementation 
details. 
In this context, an architectural style is a consistent set of building elements with architecture 
rules for using them to créate system models. The style well-formedness rules assure a minimum 
consistency level. Nevertheless, in addition to the notational or syntactic capabilities of a style, pro-
cess and guidelines are also needed to help software architects produce feasible models concerning 
particular quality attributes (e.g. efficiency or safety). The Pipelines of Processes in Object-Oriented 
Architectures (PPOOA) architectural style [1] has been selected because it combines UML notation 
and model driven architecture (MDA) concerns, allowing for software architectural analysis and 
evaluation. In addition, this style is particularly useful to explicitly represent concurrency issues. 
This style has been recently selected as one of the reference MBSE methodologies by the OMG [2]. 
Deadlock is far from being a solved problem. Concurrency is in fact an open issue for many 
research and technical work [3-7] and of high interest to the industry, especially in the real-time 
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embedded systems domain. Over the last three decades, different formal methods have been devel-
oped to specify and verify system properties. In this context, model checking [8] has become a 
reference discipline for such an approach. Its main goal is to build a finite model of a system and 
check that relevant properties are present in it. What is remarkable about this approach is that an 
exhaustive search of the state space is performed to ensure the fulfillment of some property. One of 
the properties particularly checked through model checking techniques applied to concurrent sys-
tems is deadlock absence [5,6]. Additionally, for the classical state explosión problem (the main 
drawback of formal methods), from a practitioner point of view, other relevant issues are the intrin-
sic complexity of the modeling techniques and their applicability to large-scale RTSs. Industrial 
applications require simple and practical approaches to be easily adopted by practitioners. 
In addition to deadlock detection and prevention, the third traditional strategy is deadlock avoid-
ance. Under this category falls a successful mechanism that provides deadlock freedom. The group 
of resource access protocols known as priority inheritance [9] has as a major objective the resolution 
of priority inversión. As a collateral benefit, deadlock is also avoided if the priority ceiling proto-
col (PCP) or highest locker protocol is supported by real-time operating systems. The main issue 
with this mechanism is that few commercial real-time operating systems support these protocols 
and their ad hoc implementation by the developers is complex and therefore onerous. Further-
more, some authors have reported performance overheads derived from the utilization of these 
protocols [10]. 
This paper describes the implementation of graph theory to characterize the deadlock risk of an 
architectural model of an RTS. The objective is not to avoid or detect deadlock occurrence or to 
prove that a design is deadlock-free but to assess the risk of deadlock present in an architectural 
model. It is assumed that a model has an intrinsic risk of deadlock, which may involve further 
design decisions. The underlying idea of this approach is to make designers aware about this risk as 
early as possible and with the minimum analysis effort. The kind of model verification proposed in 
this paper is static analysis of the system platform independent model (PIM) (Figure 1). 
Figure 1 shows the model driven architecture (MDA) models and the evaluation techniques asso-
ciated with them. MDA provides four modeling levéis: computation independent model (CIM), 
PIM, platform-specific model and implementation-specific model. High level models, such as CIM 
and PIM, do not represent execution platforms and technical details. As Figure 1 illustrates, when 
the underlying execution platform changes, the upper level models can be transformed to the new 
platform without any remodeling. 
We describe a new complexity metric based on the properties of the architectural models of an 
RTS. The information considered in the characterization of deadlock risk comes from the following 
sources: cyclic complexity of the model and structural and dynamic deadlock patterns. Although the 
technique described is applicable to any kind of system, the deadlock topic is of special interest in 
the RTS domain. 
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Figure 1. MDA models and associated evaluation techniques. 
Although many computer-aided software engineering tools exist in the market to support soft-
ware design activities, most of them focus only on the notational aspects with very little concern 
for engineering activities (e.g. alternative design tradeoffs). Several commercial tools [11,12] sup-
port real-time characteristics but with no specific feature to analyze concurrency problems. Static 
analysis tools [13] partially cover this topic, but their main purpose is to analyze the quality of 
the software source code (not the models). Finally, model-checking tools [5] require the usage of 
detailed models with formal notations. A clear gap has been identified in current modeling tools to 
support the concurrency problem assessment at a high level of abstraction with semiformal notations 
(i.e. UML). 
In Section 2, we briefly describe the state of the art in deadlock handling. The PPOOA-UML style 
is outlined in Section 3. The proposed characterization of deadlock and the tool created to automate 
this assessment (deadlock risk evaluation of architectural model (DREAM)) are presented in Sec-
tion 4. The validation strategy is presented in Section 5, and Sections 6 and 7 present, respectively, 
two case studies from the avionics and robotics domains. Finally, Section 8 contains an outline of 
the decisión process for the selection of the proposed characterization. 
For conciseness reasons, most of the decisions made, their justification and other facts involved 
in the research work have not been described in this paper. Missing information is included in the 
doctoral dissertation in [14], 
2. STATE OF THE ART 
Table I shows a comparison among the various strategies and techniques currently available to 
address the problem of deadlock. It is assumed that all these techniques (except simulation) are 
applicable at abstraction levéis near to implementation. Specific considerations for distributed sys-
tems are not taken into account as they do not add conceptual insights regarding the overall strategies 
shown in this paper. 
Traditional prevention techniques are easy to implement but involve serious penalties for the 
use of resources and the time response of the system, requiring further specific implementations. 
These techniques are useful only when the criticality criteria prevail over efficiency (e.g. safety-
critical systems). 
The most effective avoidance techniques are indeed those derived from the priority inheritance 
protocols, especially the highest locker protocol, which has all the advantages of the PCP but with-
out the drawback of development complexity. The most important problem with these techniques 
is practicality: they are supported only in some commercial operating systems and their imple-
mentation, based on COTS, is expensive. The alternative is ad hoc implementation on the specific 
platform, with the subsequent development and maintenance costs. This solution is an effective 
alternative at the implementation level but also has development costs (not negligible). 
Formal methods are promising approaches, which have been very effective in space real-time 
applications (e.g. Mars Pathfinder), but they are computationally onerous and their applicability to 
large-scale industrial systems still has to be demonstrated. Although some strategies have emerged 
to address the state explosión problem (compositional techniques) [5,15,16], they have not shown 
sufficient evidence that can be applied to complex/large software applications. Besides their inherent 
complexity and their computational resource requirements, they also have serious practical draw-
backs for their acceptance by the system designers. Given this approach, the natural tendency of 
the industry is to have simplicity and uniformity in the notation (e.g. UML) over the consistency of 
formal methods. 
The most similar technique to that proposed in this paper is the simulation of concurrency in 
the Metrópolis platform [17,18]. From the detailed comparison of both approaches (documented 
in [14]), it can be concluded that the proposal of this paper has virtually all its advantages, in 
terms of level of abstraction and, in addition, increases the precisión in the characterization of dead-
lock (through static and dynamic deadlock patterns) and eases its adoption by using a UML-based 
notation. 
Another comparable technique is that proposed in [4]. The objective of this alternative approach is 
to use static analysis to reduce the overhead of dynamic checking for deadlock potentials. The main 
Table I. Techmques for the management of deadlock (from [14]). 
Strategy Technique Advantages Drawbacks 
Prevention 
Avoidance 
Detection 
Concurrency prevented (cyclic executive) 
Negation of deadlock conditions (Havender) 
Techniques derived from Banker's algorithm 
Priority inheritance protocols: PCP y HLP 
• Resource Allocation Graphs (Holt) 
• State Graphs 
Formal Verification: 
• Model Checking 
• Petri Nets 
Verification by simulation: 
• Metropolis-DSDG 
Deadlock is not possible 
Very effective 
Easy implementation 
Negation of conditions is not required 
Very effective 
Priority inversión is also avoided 
Easy implementation 
No a priori restrictions 
Very effective 
Deadlock-freedom assurance 
Allows conceptual assessment of 
architecture level models 
Very flexible 
Very inefficient 
Can cause starvation 
Low flexibility 
Complex evaluation of deadlock-free state 
Low scalability (inflexible) 
Difficult implementation 
Not supported by all RTOS 
Potential negative impact on performance 
Require execution-time monitoring 
Complex recovery upon detection 
Non-trivial protocols abstraction 
State explosión problem 
Reduced implementation flexibility 
Complex modeling techniques 
No standard notation 
Requires specific simulation infrastructure 
commonalties with DREAM are the usage of cycle detection in graphs to characterize deadlocks 
and the concept of deadlock potential to indícate risk of deadlock, independently of the real occur-
rence of it. The approach has the following important differences: the main difference is the level of 
abstraction, which is the source code with respect to PIM in DREAM; the second is the precisión of 
DREAM deadlock characterization by the refinement through static and dynamic deadlock patterns, 
which allows reducing the number of false positives; and finally, the runtime overhead addressed by 
the authors is in fact not a problem in DREAM, because the architecture models used do not require 
any instrumentation on running programs. 
Since the concept of deadlock was first presented, the entire research effort has been concentrated 
on those stages cióse to implementation, as highlighted in this section. The fundamental reason for 
this circumstance is that concurrency issues have been viewed as problems because of inadequate 
software coding practices (particularly data access and real time software). The leitmotiv of our 
approach is that concurrency issues are actually architectural problems to be evaluated from a sys-
tem perspective. One argument supporting this idea is that the increasing complexity of systems, 
including distributed systems, has required an additional research effort and specific approaches to 
deal with deadlock in such environments. In the specific case of distributed systems, the manage-
ment of local deadlocks does not guarantee global deadlock resolution. It is necessary to raise the 
level of abstraction to address such scope. This trend towards a wider scope is summarized in the sys-
tems engineering principie of 'system thinking'. Complex problems should not be addressed under 
a niche perspective but take into account global aspects of the system as a whole. The concurrency 
problems on systems of systems are one of the concurrency issues that are still unsolved. 
In this direction, the MBSE paradigm promotes a higher level of abstraction in both model 
development and objective assessment of design alternatives (i.e. through model verification). 
The approach selected in this paper is the evaluation of models, and therefore has nothing to 
do with the traditional mechanisms of execution time. The objective here is not to avoid deadlock 
occurrence, but to inform the software architects about its potential risk present in a model and which 
building elements are contributing to this risk, to help them take corrective actions at the level of 
architecture aiming to minimize the impact of this problem in further stages of development. 
It is assumed that there are design decisions at the early stages of development that can lead 
to chronic deadlock problems during detailed design. For example, if a software architecture is 
designed containing many dependency cycles with interlocking patterns, it is quite likely that 
the detailed designs derived from this architecture will show the same or worse trend to dead-
lock. A design recommendation derived from this analysis is that the designer should minimize 
dependency cycles. It is also possible that an architecture holding a high deadlock risk thereafter 
implements mechanisms to avoid it (e.g. using resource access protocols, such as priority inheri-
tance protocols). However, even in this case, the designer would be interested to know what is the 
deadlock potential of a model so he/she can make decisions at preliminary design stages or delégate 
them to the following levéis of detail. 
Deadlock is not an isolated problem but closely related to other concurrency issues, such as 
priority inversión. In [19], a taxonomy of concurrency problems was presented. 
The approach followed in this paper proposes the assessment of concurrency properties of the 
system not by formal techniques but through metrics that do not require a deep knowledge of any 
specific modeling technique and have a simple physical interpretation. 
3. PPOOA ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 
A software architectural style encapsulates decisions about the building elements provided and 
emphasizes important constraints on the elements and their relations. The PPOOA architectural 
style provides building elements for RTS architectures, such as components and coordination mech-
anisms [1]. Constraints on building elements are represented in the PPOOA metamodel and by 
explicit guidelines or architectural heuristics. These guidelines not only represent the semantics of 
the style, but they are also helpful for the software architect using the style. 
The UML stereotypes are extended with the elements of the PPOOA style (periodic and aperi-
odic processes, controller objects and coordination mechanisms). UML activity diagrams are also 
adopted for PPOOA style requirements, specifically for modeling system responses [20], 
The PPOOA architecture diagram is used instead of the UML component diagram to describe 
the structural view of the RTS architecture. Coordination mechanisms, used as connectors, are also 
visually represented in the architecture diagram. 
The RTS behavior view is supported by the 'causal flow of activities' (CFA) representation. 
A CFA represents a behavioral view of the flow of activities performed by the system in response to 
an event. PPOOA uses the UML activity diagram with partitions to support allocation of activities 
to the architecture component instances performing them. 
For the purposes of this paper, these are the relevant abstractions used in PPOOA for explicit 
concurrency modeling: 
• Task: PPOOA building element representing system threads or light processes. It may be 
periodic or aperiodic. 
• Resource: Logical resources can be represented in PPOOA by domain components or struc-
tures. These building elements are abstractions of design classes and abstract data types, 
respectively. 
• Semaphore/mutex: A puré synchronization mechanism. It is the PPOOA building element that 
supports the synchronization of tasks. Semaphores/mutexes are used to protect shared logical 
resources. 
• Bounded buffer: A coordination mechanism representing a FIFO queue used to communicate 
asynchronously two tasks. 
4. DEADLOCK CHARACTERIZATION 
The process followed to créate the characterization described in this section was iterative [14], 
Three different characterization strategies were considered prior to the final decisión. This decisión 
was made based on the results extracted from four different case studies (two of them included 
in this paper). A summary of this decisión process and a comprehensive rationale of the final 
characterization are provided in Section 8. 
4.1. Deadlock deflnition 
According to Coffman et al. [21], the four necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock are: 
mutual exclusión, hold and wait, nonpreemption and circular wait. 
Circular waiting depends essentially on the tasks' interdependency. Tasks must be in a depen-
dency cycle to have a circular waiting. The hold and wait condition depends on the coordination 
protocol as it describes the way tasks behave to access resources. Nonpreemption and mutual 
exclusión conditions may depend on resource constraints and coordination protocols. 
4.2. Deadlock inpipelines of processes in object-oriented architectures 
A theoretical example is used to represent the structural model of a generic system to highlight the 
way deadlock is characterized in PPOOA. In Figure 2, tasks are represented by architectural ele-
ments of the type 'Process' and resources in the diagram are represented by 'Structure' elements of 
the PPOOA style. 
In this example, the resources are protected by PPOOA semaphores/mutexes (coordination mech-
anisms in the style) to guarantee mutual exclusión. This protection involves the first condition for 
deadlock (mutual exclusión). 
Circular waiting condition is represented in the PPOOA architectural view by a dependency cycle. 
In this case, tasks D, E and G conform to a cycle. The rest of the tasks in the diagram do not involve 
any cycle and therefore cannot contribute to deadlock risk. A nonpreemption condition is implicit 
in the semaphore/mutex coordination protocol and cannot be represented in this diagram. 
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Figure 2. Potential deadlock in the PPOOA architectural view. 
From the circular waiting condition, a first criterion for the characterization of deadlock risk can 
be extracted: identify all dependency cycles where two or more tasks are involved in an architec-
tural model. The reason why two or more tasks are required is that at least two active elements must 
be competing for shared resources in a dependency cycle. The higher the cyclic complexity of the 
model, the higher its deadlock risk. 
Cyclic dependency of several tasks is necessary but not sufficient for deadlock. For the pur-
poses of this paper the rest of the conditions shall be summarized as follows: the tasks involved 
in a dependency cycle must be waiting for conditions depending on other tasks in the same 
dependency cycle. 
4.3. Deadlock characterization description 
The approach presented consists in refining the cyclic complexity with additional criteria from the 
structural and behavioral views of an architectural model [14]. This refinement strategy is based on 
the identification of structural and behavioral deadlock patterns within the dependency cycles iden-
tified in the model. Deadlock risk is broken down into two factors: structural or intrinsic deadlock 
risk and behavioral or dynamic deadlock risk. 
4.3.1. Structural deadlock risk. For the structural part of the deadlock risk, four deadlock pat-
terns are proposed, considering the type of PPOOA constructive elements and the dependency 
relationships with others in the dependency cycles. 
The first structural deadlock pattern (Figure 3 (a)) considered in this characterization involves two 
(or more) tasks and two (or more) resources protected with respective semaphores/mutexes in the 
same dependency cycle. This is the classical deadlock case where several tasks are waiting for each 
other to use locked resources. 
According to Sutter [7], protected resources are not the only architectural elements susceptible to 
cause waiting of tasks. Buffers can also introduce some risk of waiting when a task accesses them 
for some data and they are occasionally empty or MI. For this reason, buffers can also be considered 
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Figure 3. Structural deadlock patterns. 
as risky elements with respect to deadlock. The second structural pattern (Figure 3(b)) involves two 
(or more) tasks and two (or more) buffers in the same dependency cycle. 
Synchronous message communication can be represented using a combination of a buffer of 
capacity one and a binary semaphore/mutex [22]. This intertask communication pattern involves 
task waiting; the producer task waits until the consumer task acknowledges message reception. 
Therefore, it can also be considered risky for deadlock. The third structural pattern (Figure 3(c)) 
involves two (or more) tasks, one buffer and one semaphore/mutex (not protecting resources) in the 
same dependency cycle. 
Finally, for consistency with the first two patterns, a fourth pattern shall be considered 
(Figure 3(d)): two (or more) tasks, one (or more) buffer and one (or more) semaphore/mutex 
protecting resources in the same dependency cycle. 
Each time one of these patterns is identified in a dependency cycle, DREAM records the archi-
tectural elements involved and marks them as risky elements from the structural point of view. The 
dependency cycle where they participate is therefore considered as risky from the structural point 
of view. The static deadlock risk is defined in this characterization as the total number of risky 
dependency cycles present in the architectural model. 
4.3.2. Dynamic deadlock risk. For the behavioral or dynamic part of deadlock risk, four additional 
behavioral patterns are considered in the behavioral diagrams of the PPOOA architectural style. 
The first pattern (Figure 4(a)) represents the split of control fiow in a CFA. This pattern involves 
execution parallelism of activities and therefore can be considered risky for deadlock. 
The second pattern (Figure 4(b)) is represented by the sequence task-semaphore/mutex-resource 
in a CFA. This pattern is the behavioral counterpart of the first structural pattern. The third behav-
ioral pattern (Figure 4(c)) corresponds to the second structural pattern and the fourth (Figure 4(d)) 
corresponds to the third structural pattern. The fourth structural pattern has no specific behavioral 
counterpart because it is in fact considered in the second and third patterns. 
Each time one of these sequences is found in a CFA diagram of the system architecture, DREAM 
records the architectural elements involved and checks if they are included in the list of risky ele-
ments from the static point of view. In a positive case, the dependency cycle where they participate 
is therefore considered as risky from the behavioral perspective. 
4.3.3. Deadlock risk interpretation. The overall deadlock risk is characterized by the total number 
of dependency cycles containing both structural and behavioral deadlock patterns. The interpretation 
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of fhese metrics is the following: whenever the architectural model of a system has a dependency 
cycle, there is potential risk of deadlock. This risk is confirmed when those dependency cycles con-
tain structural deadlock pattems. If they do not contain structural deadlock pattems, they can be 
considered as (conceptually) deadlock-free, with the information available at this stage of the devel-
opment. Finally, the risk is refined with behavioral deadlock pattems. Nevertheless, the absence of 
behavioral pattems does not guarantee deadlock absence, because this view can be lacking informa-
tion of the implemented architecture (e.g. sometimes designers consider implicitly the participation 
of semaphores/mutexes in the access protocol to a protected resource described in a CFA). 
As a summary, for the purposes of this paper, the most relevant evidence of deadlock risk is the 
existence of dependency cycles containing structural deadlock pattems in structural diagrams. If 
no risky cycle exists, no deadlock may occur. The characterization proposes a refinement of this 
parameter based on the sequence information available in the behavioral view of the architecture. 
4.4. Deadlock risk evaluation of architectural models tool 
The process we implemented in DREAM to assess deadlock risk can be summarized as follows: 
1. Find all dependency cycles in architectural diagrams where two or more tasks are involved; 
2. Search all the structural pattems present in the risky cycles previously identified; 
3. Mark all the building elements involved in risky cycles with structural pattems as risky 
elements; 
4. Assign a numeric valué to the intrinsic deadlock risk: the amount of risky cycles containing 
structural pattems; 
5. Search all the behavioral pattems present in the CFAs where the risky elements participate; 
and 
6. Assign a numeric valué to the behavioral deadlock risk: the amount of risky cycles containing 
behavioral pattems. 
The first step of this process was implemented through the particularization of a cycle detection 
algorithm applicable to undirected graphs with a depth first search strategy. More details about this 
algorithm were presented in a previous paper [23], 
The results from the cycle detection tool are: 
• List of cycle sequences. 
• List of elements involved in the cycles. 
Once the cycles are identified, DREAM takes into account two additional contributions to deadlock 
risk: structural pattems and behavioral pattems. The structural pattems described in the previous 
section are searched in all the dependency cycles. Once a structural pattem is identified, the cycle, 
including all the elements participating in the pattem, is marked as risky. For the behavioral part, all 
the CFAs are scanned to search each of the patterns identified. This time only those elements con-
sidered risky from the structural point of view are considered in the search. Each time a behavioral 
pattern is found, the corresponding CFA is marked as risky. DREAM takes into account the overall 
behavioral deadlock risk if the elements participating in a risky cycle also particípate in a behavioral 
pattern. In this case the cycle is also marked as risky from the behavioral point of view. 
We used PPOOA-Visio tool [24], which is currently supported on top of Microsoft Visio. This 
tool is flexible enough to extend its functionality to support additional capabilities to assess the dead-
lock risk. The strategy selected was to use an XML export add-on to genérate an intermediate file 
containing the dependencies and additional information necessary for DREAM to assess the mod-
els. This tool is conceived to help system architects assess the deadlock feasibility of their designs. 
However, perhaps the most important aspect is that it enables them to compare the relative deadlock 
risk of several design alternatives to better make and justify formal architectural decisions. 
5. VALIDATION METHODOLOGY 
In this section, we will explain the validation method used. During the development of the DREAM 
tool, traditional verification activities were carried out at different levéis to demónstrate that it was 
error-free. The subject of this section is validation. 
The validation was performed at two levéis: first, corroborating that DREAM detects deadlock 
and, second, showing that the valúes of the selected parameters have physical meaning according 
to specific case studies. For the first validation level another tool was used (Cheddar [25]). For the 
second validation level three different case studies (containing known deadlocks) were analyzed, 
two of which are presented in this paper. In this context, the second case study is of particular inter-
est for the validation of the proposed approach because it serves to Alústrate the power of DREAM 
for detecting risk of deadlock and in addition shows that the results match the ones provided with a 
formal model assessment tool which requires much more detailed design information than DREAM. 
Cheddar is not a tool specifically designed to detect deadlock. Its main function is to analyze the 
schedulability of an application's tasks, but it also incorporates several features to simúlate real-time 
execution, and particularly deadlock. 
Although the Cheddar (Figure 5) and PPOOA-Visio metamodels are different, there is a mapping 
between them [22] allowing the transformation of PPOOA models developed in Visio to be analyzed 
with Cheddar (through the exchange of XML files). 
In Cheddar, a task is an element that represents a thread running on one processor. To define a 
task in Cheddar, it is first necessary to have defined a processor and a memory address space basis 
(the latter allowing the simulation of distributed and multiprocessor environments.) 
A task in Cheddar is fully equivalent to a process in PPOOA-UML. The main caveat is that Ched-
dar requires tasks to be periodic to properly run the simulations. It is therefore necessary to make 
all tasks periodic in PPOOA-UML models before exporting them to Cheddar. 
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Figure 5. Cheddar metamodel [26], 
Cheddar resources should be considered as shared resources. In Cheddar, puré coordination 
mechanisms (like semaphores/mutexes) are not considered. This coordination is implicit within 
the resource elements. Therefore, when a PPOOA-UML model contains a generic resource (domain 
component or structure) protected by a semaphore/mutex, its counterpart in Cheddar is represented 
by the corresponding resource it is protecting. The rest of resources are transformed directly from 
PPOOA-UML. 
In the current mapping, PPOOA-UML to Cheddar buffers is mapped directly to the corresponding 
elements in Cheddar. This makes sense for analysis related to the buffers (e.g. feasibility analysis), 
but it represents an inconvenience for the characterization of deadlock proposed in this work. Ched-
dar buffers are transparent with respect to deadlock because the way it detects deadlock is associated 
only to shared resources. To provide the buffer elements of the PPOOA-UML models in Cheddar as 
potential risky elements regarding deadlock, it is necessary to assume them as shared resources in 
Cheddar. 
The way of describing the interdependencies between tasks and resources in Cheddar is through 
the element type 'resource user'. Each resource can be used by one or more tasks. To represent that 
a task uses a resource is necessary to specify the access times of the task to the resource in units of 
time from the start of the task in its schedule. The access times of tasks to resources in Cheddar are 
defined by the start time and end time of resource use. The only condition imposed by Cheddar is 
that the finish time of use cannot be earlier than the start. The choice of these times is part of the 
detailed design of a model in Cheddar and crucially determines which tasks meet their deadlines. 
These inputs, along with the relative start on the tasks, are those that allow determining if a model 
contains deadlocks in Cheddar. 
Cheddar detects deadlocks between tasks through the identification of task blockings during their 
wait for resources availability. To show a deadlock, it is necessary to first make a few preliminary 
assumptions: 
• Planning policy of the processor is rate monotonic. 
• All tasks have the same priority. 
• There is no resource access protocol activated to explicitly avoid deadlock (resources have 
disabled the PCP). 
It has been observed that these three conditions are necessary for Cheddar to detect deadlocks 
according to its detection mechanism. 
Cheddar simulates the behavior of the model in terms of tasks accessing resources. If tasks are 
unable to complete their execution and the reason is that each one is blocking the other, the result is 
simulation halting. The outcome of this analysis is a report stating which tasks are blocked in which 
resources and the instant when simulation stops. 
It is important to remark here an important limitation of Cheddar for deadlock detection. Once 
this tool detects a deadlock, the simulation stops and no additional deadlocks can be detected, which 
would have been revealed later in the simulation. This means that it is necessary to consider several 
scenarios with different access times to show all deadlocks present in a model. 
The fundamental assumption followed at this point is that if there is deadlock risk in a structural 
model, it is possible to find valúes of timing parameters such that a simulation reveáis the deadlock. 
At these valúes the risk of deadlock is shown. The failure to obtain a result of deadlock with a certain 
configuration of access times does not necessarily mean that the risk does not exist. In fact, most of 
the potential parameter settings are not deadlocked in the corresponding simulations and yet there 
is risk of deadlock. This circumstance can be considered a clear drawback of Cheddar as a means of 
detecting deadlock risk in front of DREAM. 
6. AVIONICS SUBSYSTEM CASE STUDY 
6.1. Case study description 
A case study in the field of military avionics is presented here to illustrate the applicability of the 
proposed deadlock analysis and to validate DREAM. 
One of the functions provided by the avionics embedded in military aircrafts is the automatic 
Communications management. In particular, the function known as 'automatic tuning of commu-
nication equipment' (a.k.a. Autotuning) was selected to illustrate the approach of this paper. This 
function manages the frequencies of all on-board communication equipment (mainly radios and 
transceivers) to avoid unauthorized interception of Communications by the enemy. 
The architectural model for this function was split into three subsystems: autotuning plan 
(Figure 6), tuning configuration (Figure 7) and autotuning views management (this third subsystem 
was not relevant to this paper.) 
The autotuning plan subsystem captures time, aircraft position and waypoint information from 
the avionics bus, represented in the architecture by the buffers B2, B3 and B4, respectively. Tasks 
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T2, T4 and T5 put these data in the buffer Bl. The periodic process TI (management autotuning 
plan) is the main task of this subsystem and implements the execution of the autotuning plan. This 
task browses the list of planned events, implemented by resource Rl, and compares them with the 
queue of events captured in real-time in the buffer B1. It is important to remark that B1 is combined 
with the binary semaphore/mutex S3 to implement a synchronous communication pattern to ensure 
that all the messages from the event handlers are received by the plan manager TI. 
The tasks TI and T3 can concurrently write on the shared resource Rl. In terms of the prob-
lem domain, the pilot subsystem and the planning process can update the autotuning plan. For this 
reason, this resource is protected by a semaphore/mutex (S2). 
Whenever the planning process TI detects that a condition takes place as a result of periodic 
comparison, it pushes a new triggering event in the stack R3, which represents the command for the 
second subsystem to reconfigure the communication equipment frequencies. 
The aperiodic task T7 captures the event from the protected stack R3 and the controller element 
autotuning configuration sends the command to set new tuning configurations to the communication 
equipment, represented in the diagram by resources R5, R6, R7 and R8. The process T8 detects con-
flicts in the configurations of different communication equipment and sends the warning messages 
through the corresponding bus ports represented by the buffer elements B6 and B7. 
This architecture was selected to illustrate the handling of shared resources (it allows par-
allel execution of tasks), but it has some concurrency problems that shall be identified in the 
following section. 
The behavioral part of the model is partially represented by the CFA 'triggered event' (Figure 8). 
This CFA can be interpreted as follows: at the arrival of the internal event 'new conditions' the 
sequence of activities executed within the system is: 
1. TI (autotuning plan manager) gets new conditions from Bl; 
2. As long as Bl is protected by S3, before accessing the buffer, the semaphore/mutex has to be 
acquired first. In execution time, TI may be forced to remain waiting for the semaphore/mutex 
to be released; 
3. Once the buffer is available, the message is received by TI; 
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4. Later, the semaphore/mutex is released and the list of events opened for reading the next event 
in it. This list is protected by the semaphore/mutex S2 and thus TI can remain waiting until 
reléase; 
5. TI compares the information captured from Bl with the data in the list, transformed by the 
comparison algorithm R4 and if the result is positive, the event in the list is flagged and the 
command for the communication equipment reconfiguration is sent through the intermediate 
stack R3 (protected by the semaphore/mutex SI); and 
6. Otherwise the next element in the list Rl is analyzed until the list ends. 
6.2. Results discussion 
The DREAM tool transforms the architectural diagrams described in the previous section into 
the aggregated graph shown in Figure 9. This undirected graph represents all the elements of the 
architecture and the relationships among them (regardless of PPOOA-UML stereotype). 
This graph is used as an input by the cycle identification part of DREAM as a first step in the 
deadlock characterization. The results are shown in Table II. 
According to this list, eight dependency cycles were detected. Out of them only six depen-
dency cycles contain two or more tasks with structural deadlock patterns. Therefore, the structural 
deadlock risk (SDR) of this model is 6. 
In Figure 9, the elements participating in the structural deadlock patterns are shown as rings. 
These elements shall be considered risky for deadlock. The risky elements detected are: 
• Tasks: 
o PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan (TI) 
o PP_Update_A/C_Position (T4) 
o AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed (T2) 
o PP_Update_Time (T5) 
• Buffers: B_New_Conditions (Bl) 
• Semaphores/mutexes: Semaphore_3 (S3) 
Once the information from structural diagrams is used, the rest of the information relevant to the 
deadlock analysis comes from the behavioral views or CFAs. In this case study, only three out of 
Figure 9. Structural graph. 
seven autotuning CFAs included risky elements. The information generated by DREAM is shown 
in Table II. 
From this information the foliowing conclusions can be extracted: 
• All the risky elements participate in the risky CFAs 1, 2 and 4. 
• All the risky elements participate in at least one behavioral pattern in some risky CFA. 
• All the cycles considered risky from the structural point of view are therefore also risky from 
the behavioral perspective. The dynamic deadlock risk (DDR) of this model is 6. 
As a final summary, Table III shows the risky elements and the cycles and CFAs where they 
participate. 
6.3. Alternative design discussion and validation 
From the results of the previous section, the following conclusions can be extracted: 
• The elements B_New_Conditions (Bl) and Semaphore_3 (S3) are the most confiictive as long 
as both participate in all risky cycles and risky CFAs (Table IV). 
• The rest of the risky elements each participate in three dependency cycles and one CFA, but all 
are related with the same pattern. 
• The elements B1 and S3 are part of the synchronous communication pattern required to ensure 
that all the messages sent by the tasks T2, T4 and T5 are received by the plan manager task TI. 
This pattern is in fact the only source of deadlock risk identified in this case study 
A simple way to reduce the deadlock risk can be to change the current communication pattern 
among these tasks to an asynchronous one. This pattern involves removing the semaphore/mutex 
S3. The resulting model has no risky elements because the semaphore/mutex causing the risk is 
Table II. List of dependency cycles detected. 
Cycle Elements Deadlock risk? 
1 PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan, Semaphore_3, Yes 
PP_Update_A/C_Position, B_New_Conditions 
2 AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed, Semaphore_3, Yes 
PP_Update_A/C_Position, B_New_Conditions 
3 PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan, Semaphore_3, Yes 
AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed, B_New_Conditions 
4 AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed, Semaphore_3, Yes 
PP_Update_Time, B_New_Conditions 
5 PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan, Semaphore_3, Yes 
PP_Update_Time, B_New_Conditions 
6 PP_Update_A/C_Position, Semaphore_3, PP_Update_Time, Yes 
B_New_Conditions 
7 Conditions_Checker, PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan No 
8 AP_Capture_Triggered_Event, B_Tuning_Configuration, No 
AP_Detect_Conflicts, CT_Autotuning_Configuration 
Table III. List of behavioral patterns detected. 
# Task-semaphore-buffer T-B T-S-R Split 
1 Analyse waypoint(AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed) -> None None 0 
Acquire(Semaphore_3) -> Send new condition(B_New_Conditions) 
2 Analyse time(PP_Update_Time) -> Acquire(Semaphore_3) -> Send None None 1 
time(B_New_Conditions) 
Analyse position(PP_Update_A/C_Position) -> 
Acquire(Semaphore_3) -> Send position(B_New_Conditions) 
4 Requestnew conds(PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan)-> None None 0 
Acquire(Semaphore_3) -> Receive(B_New_Conditions) 
Table IV. List of risky elements and their participation in risky cycles and CFAs. 
ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Risky element 
PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan (TI) 
PP_Update_A/C_Position (T4) 
AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed (T2) 
PP_Update_Time (T5) 
B_New_Conditions (Bl) 
Semaphore 3 (S3) 
1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Risky cycles 
3 
X 
X 
X 
X 
4 
X 
X 
X 
X 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 
X 
X 
X 
X 
CFA1 
X 
X 
X 
Risky CFAs 
CFA2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
CFA4 
X 
X 
X 
missing. Nevertheless, this design decisión is in conflict with the real-time requirement of ensuring 
that no message from the event managers is lost. For this reason, this alternative was discarded. 
A second alternative design was proposed to fulfill two requirements: low deadlock risk and reli-
able message handling. The change consists in splitting the current buffer B_New_Conditions into 
three buffers, with each one communicating the pafrs of tasks: T1-T2, T1-T4 and T1-T5. The 
results from DREAM show that no risk is present in this alternative model. Further analysis can be 
performed with temporal data to assess tasks overloaded with complementary tools like Cheddar. 
The validation of the parameters proposed in this paper and the results of the different case studies 
used to derive them were performed with the aid of the schedulability analysis and simulation tool 
Cheddar. As mentioned above, Cheddar is interoperable with PPOOA-Visio [22]. A specifically 
developed Visio add-on implements the interoperability between PPOOA-Visio and Cheddar, and 
allows capturing the architecture model information generated with PPOOA as an XML file input 
to Cheddar. Execution time estimation was added to models to allow the simulation of execution in 
Cheddar showing when deadlock occurs. 
6.4. Validation with Cheddar 
Once this model is transformed to the XML file required by Cheddar, the simulation can be 
performed. 
Given the characteristics of the model, it is necessary to perform several simulations to reveal 
all deadlocks present in the model. The reason is that four tasks (PP_Manager_Autotuning_Plan, 
PP_Update_A/C_Position, AP_Update_Waypoint_Passed, PP_Update_Time) are simultaneously 
accessing two resources (Semaphore_3, B_New_Conditions). According to the validation proce-
dure described in the validation section, it is necessary to break down the test into six scenarios, each 
with two tasks accessing two resources, to demónstrate full deadlock detection coverage (contain-
ing the basic pattern of two tasks accessing two resources). In addition, it was necessary to consider 
the buffer 'B_New_Conditions' as a shared resource for the purpose of deadlock simulation with 
Cheddar. The results for the six scenarios are shown in Table V. 
As can be seen from the results, the four confiicting tasks cannot complete their execution and six 
risky cycles are identified. 
7. MARTIAN ROVER EXECUTIVE CASE STUDY 
7.1. Case study description 
This section describes an architectural design representing the control system of a planetary explo-
ration rover. The system has been in operation in several NASA/JPL (National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration/Jet Propulsión Laboratory) missions and there is documented evidence of 
concurrency problems, such as priority inversión and deadlock. In [27], the authors explain how 
they used model checking to evalúate the occurrence of deadlock in this system. This concrete case 
study is considered particularly relevant because the detection of deadlock by DREAM with the 
same design solution is an explicit demonstration that it fits the purpose. 
All the information used in this section has been gathered from the architectural solution described 
in several technical papers available on the website of the JPL [28-30] describing the K9 system. 
Table V. Deadlock simulation results with Cheddar. 
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The K9 rover planetary exploration vehicle is a six-wheeled rocker bogey mounted on a chassis 
that incorporales the electronics and tools for scientific research and remote autonomous operation 
(not human operator dependent). 
The architecture of the control system software of the rover consists of five types of modules 
(Figure 10): Device drivers, Resource managers, Processors and Data performance, Pilot subsystem 
and Executive. 
Device drivers are the lowest level software elements. They directly control the rover hardware 
(engines, buses and cameras). Each device driver is controlled by a resource manager and cannot be 
commanded directly by the rover operator or by the Executive. 
Resource managers act as intermediaries between the higher-level elements (Pilot subsystem and 
Executive) and device drivers. The components of this type are the base manager, the pan/tilt man-
ager and the visión manager. Resource managers can be commanded directly by the operator using 
command messages or direct calis to component methods. The command messages are transmitted 
via a Communications real-time bus, based on a datagram model. 
Performance processors and data components include path planning, obstacle avoidance, visual 
tracking and stereo processing. These components cannot be directly commanded by the operator 
but only through the Pilot subsystem. 
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Figure 10. Subsystems of the rover control system. 
The inputs to the obstacle avoidance module are a range map of the current environment, the 
desired target, the máximum allowed object size and the mínimum spacing between obstacles. The 
output of this module is the safe driving direction. 
The Pilot subsystem is a complex component that is responsible for decomposing/translating 
complex commands into specific commands to the resource managers and handling requests for 
information to parts of the behavior and data processor. 
The conditional Executive subsystem is responsible for interpreting the command plans 
(described in a high-level language called CRL) coming from the ground control. The files written 
in this language are interpreted in a similar way as a compiler does. 
The Executive checks the requirements on resources and their availability at runtime (from 
resources module), monitors the execution of the plan (checks that commands are fulfilled) and 
selects alternative branches of the plan according to the external conditions (the Executive subsystem 
can decide autonomously whether the situation is different from that originally planned). 
The plan has a hierarchical structure. At each point of a plan branch, the Executive can have sev-
eral selectable options. The Executive will choose the plan option with a higher valué of expected 
utility. The utility valué at each point of the plan is combined with a model of potential events to 
obtain the overall usefulness of each branch of the plan. 
This decisión mechanism works as a modern chess program does: it evaluates a branch of the tree 
and assigns a numeric valué that represents how good the play would be chosen according to the 
possible combinations of estimated movements. 
The initial estimate of the utility is carried out at the ground segment in accordance with the 
theoretical availability of time and resources. Such valúes are only estimates and actual data are 
known at runtime. To reduce uncertainties, the system is able to update the plan based on the actual 
information available regarding time and resources. 
When the implementation of a plan fails in any of the actions, the Executive subsystem reacts by 
either ignoring the action or aborting and checking if there are alternative plans. In the second case, 
the Executive aborts the plan, leaving the rover in standby mode. 
Because of the incomplete information available, only a partial view of the software architecture 
is provided. The architectural diagrams of the subsystems SS_Behaviour_&_Resource_Managers 
and SS_Executive are considered. The remaining parts of the system have been excluded from this 
analysis, but these have been taken into account through design decisions to avoid potential prob-
lems arising from the interaction with the missing parts (e.g. use of semaphores/mutexes to protect 
resources potentially available for other elements not considered). 
The SS_Executive subsystem (Figure 11) is responsible for reading the command plan and inter-
preting complex commands to be translated into simple commands to be sent to the physical 
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Figure 11. SS_Executive subsystem architecture. 
device drivers. In the figure, the task in charge to receive the plan is Plan_Watcher. The plan is 
essentially a complex list of instructions in a particular format (instruction tree in high-level lan-
guage CRL), which is represented in the model through a domain component. The reason for this 
selection (instead of a structure component) is that it can save the internal state (utility). The plan is 
an element that can be changed at runtime depending on the conditions and the utility factor. For this 
reason, it is protected by a semaphore/mutex (SI) to avoid simultaneous writing by the Executive 
and Action_Execution tasks. The plan is read sequentially by Plan_Watcher, which is performing 
the browsing of the branches of the plan. Each instruction is placed in the Event_Queue as a new 
command that is in turn read by the Executive, which is the main component of this subsystem. 
This task takes the last command in the Event_Queue and checks the available resources (repre-
sented by the structure element named Conditions), assesses whether they are sufficient for running 
the corresponding command and finally breaks down the complex command into simple commands 
(represented by the domain component Command in Figure 11). The reception of resource data 
must be conducted synchronously (messages cannot be missed because otherwise the Executive 
could be considering conditions different from the current ones and therefore its decisions may 
result in damage to the rover). For this reason it is necessary to use the synchronous communica-
tion pattern (Figure 3(c)) for the tasks Executive and Conditions_Checker (semaphore/mutex S4 
and buffer B_Conditions). The domain component Command is protected by a semaphore/mutex 
to prevent other tasks (not shown in this partial view of the architecture) from writing on it 
simultaneously. The task Action_Execution is responsible for monitoring the implementation of 
simple commands generated by the task Executive. This monitoring task can read the plan and the 
Event_Queue, but its main functionality is to take simple commands generated by the Executive, 
send them to physical devices (represented in the diagram by the complex task Pilot) and check 
that these have been executed satisfactorily. Because messages between tasks Action_Execution 
and Pilot cannot be lost (which could mean, e.g. not performing obstacle avoidance actions), the 
synchronous communication pattern is used again (represented by the semaphore/mutex S3 and the 
buffer B_Movement_Command). Once execution confirmation of a simple command is received, 
the task Action_Execution updates the status of the command and instructs the Executive through 
the Event_Queue. 
The pilot is a subsystem not described in this paper, but it interacts with the subsystem 
SS_Behaviour_ & _Resource_Managers shown in Figure 12. In this diagram, the pilot subsystem 
is represented by the complex task Pilot. The pilot subsystem receives simple commands from the 
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Figure 12. SS_Behaviour_ & _Resource_Managers. 
SS_Executive and translates them in a coordinated manner to different physical devices. A part of 
the operation of this subsystem is described in Figure 13, but in this section, we justify the selection 
of the building elements and coordination mechanisms. 
The Pilot subsystem has to compare the current rover position with the visual information received 
by the video capture devices. For this reason it must be coordinated with the position monitoring 
task (Position_Monitor). In this case we have chosen the semaphore/mutex S5 to prevent simul-
taneous writing on the domain component Rover_Status, which holds among other things, the 
rover geographic position. Vision_Manager task is responsible for the management of navigation 
cameras (NavCams) and alert cameras (Hazcams). The cameras are actually duplicated to provide 
stereoscopic images, which are represented in the model by the structures Hazcam_Image and Nav-
cam_Image. The Stereo_Processor task processes the Hazcam_Image for the Obstacle_Avoidance 
task, responsible in turn for avoiding obstacles. The Visual_Tracking task is in charge of processing 
the Navcam_Image to genérate the Target_Location structure, used by the Obstacle_Avoidance task 
together with the Range_Map to genérate a safe direction (Safe_Direction) used by the Pilot sub-
system to command the physical devices of movement (motor and wheels) represented in Figure 12 
by the Base_Manager element. 
The dynamic view of the architecture is represented by three CFA diagrams. Each of these CFAs 
represents the response that is triggered by the particular events within the system. 
The CFA 1 (Figure 13) describes the behavior of the system in response to the arrival of a new 
command plan and describes the behavior needed to transform complex commands into simple ones 
for the subsystem Pilot. When the operator sends a command plan to the rover, the Plan Watcher 
reads the plan (previous acquisition of the semaphore/mutex SI) and sends its current branch to the 
Executive. The Executive reads the plan branch and reads the resource Conditions. If the resources 
are sufficient then the utility of the branch is calculated and the next command is processed. 
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Figure 13. Transforming complex in simple commands. 
The CFA (Figure 14) describes the behavior of the system responding to a particular command 
that is part of the basic operation of the rover: to go to a certain position while avoiding obstacles in 
the path. 
The sequence of actions triggered by the command is described as follows: 
1. The Pilot subsystem processes the current position of the rover, which is available in 
the Rover_Status element (which in turn is updated regularly by various tasks, such as 
Position_Monitor). 
2. In the event that the current position does not correspond to the destination, then the rover 
continúes moving to the destination. 
3. The Pilot subsystem requests the Vision Manager to acquire two stereoscopic images of the 
front cameras (hazcams) and two more from the navcams. 
4. Then the Pilot subsystem passes the hazcam images to the Stereo Processing element and it 
returns a ground level map. 
5. Simultaneously, the Pilot subsystem passes the navcam images and an image of the destination 
to the Visual Tracking element. 
6. The Visual Tracking returns the position of the destination, which in turn is used by the 
Obstacle Avoidance component together with the ground level map. 
7. The Obstacle Avoidance element returns the safe direction, which is used by the Pilot 
subsystem to send the appropriate commands to the Base Manager to move the rover. 
This last operation involves transformations to transíate the direction into motion instructions for 
the actuators (rover control laws). This process is repeated periodically (internal periodic event) 
until the rover reaches the destination safely 
7.2. Results discussion 
The results generated by DREAM can be summarized as follows: 
• Twenty-eight dependency cycles containing two or more tasks have been detected. 
• Only 8 out of the 28 contain some deadlock patterns. Therefore, the valué for the static deadlock 
risk is SDR = 8. 
• The risky elements identified are: 
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Figure 14. Go to a certain position while avoiding obstacles. 
o Tasks: Executive, Action Execution, Plan Watcher, Conditions Checker, Pilot 
o Buffers: Event_Queue, B_Conditions, B_Movement_Command 
o Semaphores/mutexes: SI* (protecting resource), S2* (protecting resource), S3, S4* (protect-
ing resource) 
o Resources: Plan, Command, Conditions 
• The risky elements detected from the static point of view are involved in CFAs 1 and 2. The 
CFA3 does not include any risky elements and therefore it does not contribute to the dynamic 
deadlock risk. 
• Only the elements Executive, Plan Watcher, SI, S2, S4, Plan, Command and Conditions are 
involved in dynamic patterns. The remaining elements cannot be considered risky from the 
dynamic point of view. 
• Only 7 out of the 8 cycles considered risky from the static point of view can be considered 
also risky from the dynamic point of view because they are composed of elements involved in 
dynamic deadlock patterns. The valué of dynamic deadlock risk is therefore DDR = 7. 
• The total number of dynamic patterns detected is 3. 
In light of the results obtained, the following conclusions can be extracted: 
• The most problematic elements of the model are Executive and Action Execution as they are 
involved in 6 out of 8 risky cycles. In addition the 'Executive' is involved in the two risky 
CFAs. 
• The resource 'Plan', protected by the semaphore/mutex SI, is the next item on the list of prob-
lematic elements as it participates in 5 risky cycles. It is also involved in the dynamic patterns 
withintheCFAl. 
• The elements Plan Watcher, Event_Queue and Command are involved in 3 risky cycles. 
• The remaining risky elements are less relevant. 
7.3. Comparison versus formal methods 
Giannakopoulou [27] showed the results of applying formal verification techniques to the specific 
case of the K9 rover executive. In the first section, they presented the software architecture of the 
rover executive and architectural decisions taken to improve its preliminary design. The main change 
in the modeling is the way to represent the system behavior; changing an approach based on state 
machines to another based on events responses. To improve the communication among the Exec-
utive subsystem and other elements of the architecture, they proposed the use of a FIFO queue of 
events (Event_Queue). Additionally, the designers decided to enable the simultaneous execution of 
threads for the monitoring task Action_Execution. These improvements introduce, however, a num-
ber of concurrency issues that are brought to light through the formal verification technique used by 
the authors. 
They used the tool Labeled Transition System Analyzer (LTSA) [16] to carry out the verification 
of the improved model. This tool supports modular verification (compositional reachability analy-
sis) [15] to analyze the characteristics of the system, modeled with Kripke structures (in this case 
using the formal language FSP) and incrementally applied to parts of the system. This technique 
significantly reduces the number of states and transitions to be checked with respect to the mono-
lithic application of traditional model checking techniques (as evidenced in the comparative tables 
of the paper's discussion). 
They proposed the evaluation of a series of system properties that are relevant to assessing the 
quality of models, among which are deadlocks and race conditions. 
From the incremental evaluation of the first property (Absence of local and global deadlocks') 
they reported the detection of a deadlock involving the tasks and Action_Execution and Execu-
tive. The counterexample derived from the formal technique (assume-warrantee) was a behavior in 
which the Executive actively tried to stop the action without knowing whether or not it was already 
completed, while Action_Execution was waiting to start a new action (deadlock situation). They 
proposed a solution to tackle this problem consistent with the level of design detail they were using. 
From the results shown in Table VI, the first conclusión is that the most problematic elements are 
Executive and Action_Execution. This result corresponds to the information reported by the authors 
in [27]. This can be considered as evidence that our approach works correctly and is able to identify 
deadlock risk where other much complex tools handling more implementation details have yielded 
positive results in this regard. Both elements, Action_Execution and Executive, participate in 4 out 
of the 8 risky cycles detected by DREAM. 
The remaining deadlock risks identified by DREAM (4 additional risky cycles) can be considered 
as deadlock potentials that have not materialized. The fact that they were not detected by the LTSA 
tool does not mean that they are false positives but only potential risks to be taken into account 
when refining the model with the data available at this level of detail. In this sense, it can be con-
sidered that DREAM is a better tool for detecting deadlock threats than LTSA when limited design 
information is available. 
8. CHARACTERIZATION RATIONALE 
The objective of the deadlock characterization proposed in this paper is to provide a metric that is 
easily adopted by practitioners to make architectural decisions with respect to deadlock. With this 
aim in mind, this section explains the process followed to decide the final characterization described 
in Section 4. Table VII shows the comparative results of a set of primitive metrics applied to three 
different case studies and a fourth alternative design of the first one in order to illustrate the argu-
ments proposed in this section. The case studies (CS) shown in this paper correspond, respectively, 
to the CS2 and CS3 in this table. 
Table VI. Correlation matrix between risky elements, cycles and CFAs. 
ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Risky element 
Executive 
Action Execution 
Plan Watcher 
Conditions Checker 
Pilot 
Event Queue 
B Conditions 
1 
X 
X 
X 
B Movement Command 
SI* 
S2* 
S3 
S4* 
Plan 
Command 
Conditions 
Table VIL 
X 
X 
Comp: 
CS1 
2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Risky cycl 
3 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
4 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
es 
6 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
irative results of case 
CS2 CS3 CS4 
7 
X 
X 
X 
X 
8 
X 
X 
X 
X 
studies. 
CS4 vs < 
Risky 
CFA1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
CFAs 
CFA2 
X 
X 
X 
CS1 CS2 vs CS1 
Number of elements 
Number of ares 
Relational complexity 
Number of dependeney cycles 
Static deadlock risk 
Dynamic deadlock risk 
Number of risky elements 
Risky elements ratio 
Number of static patterns 
Number of dynamic patterns 
21 
24 
1,1 
7 
5 
5 
11 
52% 
5 
8 
34 
31 
0,9 
8 
6 
6 
6 
18% 
6 
4 
34 
46 
1,4 
28 
8 
7 
15 
44% 
8 
3 
20 
22 
1,1 
4 
4 
4 
10 
50% 
4 
8 
-5% 
-8% 
0% 
-43% 
-20% 
-20% 
-9% 
-4% 
-20% 
0% 
62% 
29% 
- 1 8 % 
14% 
20% 
20% 
- 4 5 % 
- 6 5 % 
20% 
-50% 
8.1. Comparison based on percentages 
The first approach proposed to evalúate the risk of deadlock [23] was a relative metric com-
paring the number of risky elements with the total number of elements of each kind (tasks, 
semaphores/mutexes, buffers and generic resources). This metric was intended to be interpreted 
in probabilistic terms: the higher its valué, the higher the deadlock risk. Nevertheless, this option 
was discarded because it was observed that changes in the valúes of the intermediate parameters did 
not involve proportional increases of the risk (as discussed in [14]). 
8.2. Comparison based on dependency cycles 
The second approach was also based on a relative metric that compared the number of risky cycles 
with respect to the total number of dependency cycles present in a model. This metric was also 
promising, but its applicability to properly characterize deadlock risk was again considered ques-
tionable. The reason for this was that reducing the number of risky cycles did not involve reducing 
the valué of this metric. If a model holds 7 dependency cycles and 5 of them are risky, its relative 
valué is 71% (see CS1 in Table VII). The alternative design CS4 holds only 4 risky cycles, but it 
also has 4 dependency cycles and therefore the relative valué of this parameter is 100%, which is 
higher than the valué with a higher deadlock risk (which is contradictory). 
An alternative to this metric can be the ratio of risky cycles with respect to the model size (number 
of building elements). For the same CS1, the metric valué is 33% and for the alternative design CS4, 
it is 20%, which seems to be consistent with the expectations. The first drawback of this parameter 
is its physical interpretation: it is difficult to understand the concept of risky cycles compared with 
respect to a number of building elements as they are heterogeneous elements. However, the main 
issue had to do with the lack of proportionality of this metric when changing the primitive metrics. 
Let us consider a model holding 10 elements and just one risky cycle. The overall valué of risk 
should be 10% (1/10). Now if we double the number of elements to 20 keeping the risky cycle, the 
valué is now 5% (1/20). It looks like the risk is half in the second case, but intuitively the risk in fact 
remains the same. 
8.3. Comparison based on model size 
The third approach consists of using model size as a parameter to characterize the risk of deadlock. 
Model size can be defined as the number of building elements present in the model. The underlying 
idea is assuming that the higher the size of a model, the higher its deadlock risk. This approach is 
clearly refuted according to the results shown in Table VIL In CS1 the number of elements is 21 and 
the number of risky elements is 11. The valué for the parameter based on size is therefore 52% (half 
of the elements are risky). In the CS2, this ratio is only 18%. This result can be consistent with the 
idea that bigger size involves higher risk, but it is in contradiction with the fact that the CS1 contains 
less risky cycles (5) than CS2 (6). 
Alternative to the model size, the model complexity could be considered as a potential candidate 
to characterize the deadlock risk, with the same idea of higher complexity involving higher risk. The 
model complexity can be defined as the number of dependencies among building elements present 
in the model. However, for similar reasons, this characterization also fails. The model complexity 
valué of CS1 is 1.1 and for CS2 it is 0.9. Once again, a lower complexity should involve lower risk, 
but this is in contradiction with the risky cycle parameter. 
8.4. Final considerations 
According to the previous observations, the main conclusión extracted is that the better parameter 
representing the intrinsic risk of deadlock present in a model is the number of risky cycles [14,31], 
This parameter can be defined as the number of dependency cycles containing two or more tasks 
and at least one of the static deadlock patterns described in Section 4. 
As discussed in Section 2, the number of dependency cycles was the main parameter used by the 
authors in [4,17], but standalone was considered not precise enough to characterize deadlock. The 
refinements proposed in this paper involve, first, the consideration of static deadlock patterns within 
the risky cycles, and second, the contribution of the behavioral part of an architecture to the overall 
deadlock risk present in a model. This refinement is described in detail in Section 4. 
This approach is based on a refinement process, which reduces the number of cycles succes-
sively based on the model information with increasingly specific criteria to characterize the risk of 
deadlock. The approach provides a decreasing sequence of three numbers: number of dependency 
cycles, static deadlock risk and dynamic deadlock risk (e.g. 7, 5 and 2), where the really significant 
concerning deadlock are the last two. 
Those models holding higher intrinsic risks (SDR) are more risky with respect to deadlock than 
others with lower valúes. Those models in which the intrinsic risk is similar should be compared 
according to the dynamic part of the risk (DDR), which is always equal to or lower than the static 
risk. This process permits the comprehensive comparison of models with respect to deadlock (as 
highlighted in Table VII). 
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper proposes a complementary approach to deadlock prevention, avoidance and detection 
techniques. The automated analysis of the basic properties of an architectural model allows for the 
characterization of complex problems, such as the overall deadlock risk of an RTS architecture with 
preliminary design information. The model information used in this characterization was: 
• Cyclic dependency of tasks and resources. 
• Structural patterns in architectural diagrams. 
• Behavioral patterns in activity diagrams. 
The appropriate combination of these three inputs provides two factors (SDR and behavioral dead-
lock risk), which can be used to compute the potential risk of a design to have deadlocks and, in 
addition, to compare alternative designs to choose the most appropriate with respect to deadlock. 
This analysis has been validated by the application of DREAM to several case studies, some 
presented in this paper. 
Although DREAM was developed as an add-on on top of PPOOA-Visio, the analysis proposed in 
this paper can be extended to architectural designs created with any other architectural description 
language representing concurrency. The conclusions obtained are of general applicability and were 
considered relevant in practice to make architectural decisions at early stages of the development of 
an avionics system. 
The results of this research activity are the core of a doctoral thesis [14] presented with honors in 
2010 at the Technical University of Madrid. The prototype of the tool DREAM was developed as 
part of an engineering degree thesis presented in 2009 at the same university. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that the approach proposed in this paper can be considered as a 
partial view of a more complete architecture assessment tool. Additional concurrency and architec-
tural problems in general (e.g. race conditions) could also be addressed with similar approaches. 
Ideally, an engineering dashboard with different indicators of system properties could be created to 
support architectural decisions and trade-offs (Figure 15). 
ACRONYMS 
CASE: Computer Aided Software Engineering 
CFA: Causal Flow of Activities 
COTS: Component of the Shelf 
DREAM: Deadlock Risk Evaluation of Architectural Models (tool) 
FIFO: First-In First-Out 
HLP: Highest Locker Protocol 
HMI: Human Machine Interface 
MBSE: Model Based Systems Engineering 
MDA: Model Driven Architecture 
PCP: Priority Ceiling Protocol 
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Figure 15. Architectural dashboard. 
OMG: Object Management Group 
PPOOA: Pipelines of Processes in Object Oriented Architectures 
RMA: Rate Monotonic Analysis 
RTOS: Real-Time Operating System 
RTS: Real-Time System 
UML: Unified Modeling Language 
XML: Extensible Mark-up Language 
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